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Slight Cold

It is the 23rd of the twenty-four solar terms
Minor Cold (simpliﬁed: 小寒），pronounces as

Xiao Han，falls on January 5 in 2023.

T

he name indicates the characteristic of this solar term--the weather is cold, after
cold air has accumulated for a long time, but not freezing. Wild geese begin to
migrate northward in the days around Minor Cold when magpies can be seen
everywhere in the north and start to build nests, and pheasants begin to sing
feeling the rise of Yang Qi.

EXAMINATION
NEWS

Grading of the students was announced by the Organizer at 8:00 CST (0:00 UTC) on July 15. At the same
time, the science committee started to review the results of marking again and gave feedbacks based on
the arbitration forms uploaded by the mentors to the Oly-Exams.
At 20:00 CST (12:00 UTC), the second jury meeting was held via Zoom. The Organizing Committee of
IChO2022 reported to the IChO Steering Committee on the organization for this event. Representatives from
Switzerland and Saudi Arabia made reports to the IChO Steering Committee on the arrangements of the
55th and 56th IChO. President of IChO Steering Committee, Gabor hosted the meeting and held the Steering
Committee selection at the meeting.
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The Capital of China
Beijing
Beijing, ‘Jing’ for short, located in the north of North China
Plain, mostly surrounded by Hebei Province except the area
adjacent to Tianjin in the east, is the capital of the People’s
Republic of China, the political and cultural center of the
country, and a world-famous ancient capital and modern
international city. Built 3,000 years ago and used as a capital
for 800 years, Beijing is a city with the largest number of world
cultural heritage globally. The ﬁrst recorded name of Beijing is ‘蓟 (Ji, now with the same pronounciation
of the short name of Hebei Province)’. Beijing has profound Chinese cultural heritages since the Yuan, Ming and
Qing Dynasties. Now it has numerous historical sites and cultural
landscapes. As one of the most developed regions in education in
China, Beijing is home to two world-renowned universities
(Tsinghua University and Peking University). The city is also the
largest science and technology research base in China,
possessing scientiﬁc research institutions such as the Chinese
Academy of Sciences and Beijing Zhongguancun Science Park,
known as China’s Silicon Valley. Beijing has hosted the 1990
Beijing Asian Games, the 21st Universiade, the 2008 Beijing
Olympic Games, and 2022 Winter Olympic Games. In 2022, Beijing became the ﬁrst dual Olympic city, i.e. hosting
both the Summer and Winter Olympics, and a central platform for Olympic culture communication.
As a hub for coordinated development of Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei, Xiong’an New Area was established in 2017.
Located in the hinterland of Beijing, Tianjin and Baoding, it covers the counties of Xiong, Rongcheng, Anxin and
some of their surrounding areas. With the geographical advantages, convenient transportation, excellent
ecological environment, strong carrying capacity of resources and environment, and the current low degree of
development, this area has profound development potential and the basic conditions for high-level development
and construction. The building of Xiong’an is of great practical and far-reaching historical signiﬁcance, which aims
to relieve the non-essential captical functions of Beijing, explore new models for the optimized development of the
population and economic concentration areas, adjust and optimize the urban layout of Beijing, Tianjin and Hebei,
and cultivate new innovation-driven engines for the development of the country.
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Distinguished Scientist
Shi Changxu graduated from the National Northwestern Engineering Institute
(predecessor of Northwestern Polytechnic University) in 1945. In 1952, after obtaining
his Ph.D. degree in metallurgy from the University of Notre Dame in the United States,
Shi set out to work at MIT for three years. In 1955, he returned to China and began to
work in the Institute of Metals, the Chinese Academy of Sciences, in Shenyang. He used
to serve as Director and Honorary Director of the Institute of Metal Research, Chinese
Academy of Sciences; President of the Department of Science and Technology, Chinese
Academy of Science; Vice President and specially invited Advisor of the National Natural
Science Fund Committee of China; and Vice President of Chinese Academy of
Engineering. A well-known material scientist in China, Shi was elected as an
academician to the Chinese Academy of Sciences in 1980 and the Academy of
Engineering in 1994.
For years, Academician Shi had been devoted to the materials science research and
engineering applications, pioneering research & development of superalloy (core
material of aero-engine) and new alloy steels in China. In the 1960s, when
high-performance superalloy blades were urgently needed for Chinese ﬁghter jet

SHI Changxu
(1920-2014)

engines, Shi led his team to develop cast nine-hole superalloy turbine blades, solved a
series of technical problems, and lifted China’s aero-engine turbine blades up by two
levels--from forging to casting, and from solid to hollow. This won him in 1985 the ﬁrst
prize of National Science and Technology Progress Award. In terms of metal

Winner of 2010 State Preeminent
Science and Technology Award of China

solidiﬁcation theory, he developed low segregation alloy technology to reduce the
solidiﬁcation and segregation of alloys by eﬀectively controlling micro-elements. On

this basis, researchers of the Institute of Metals, Chinese Academy of Sciences worked on casting technologies of superalloy with directional and single
crystal, and complex cavity applicable to diﬀerent types of aircraft engines and large gas turbines under his guidance. To satisfy the needs of China’s
industry, Shi also developed a variety of nickel-and-chromium-saving alloy steels according to China's resource supply.
Academician Shi established the Institute of Metal Corrosion and Protection, Chinese Academy of Sciences, and endeavored to build the national
natural environment corrosion station network, providing numerous basic data for material research and engineering application in China. Remarkably,
he promoted the sustainable development of material research in China by strongly advocating the equal importance of traditional and new materials
researches, as well as basic and applied researches; he advanced the subjects such as materials fatigue and fracture, and amorphous nanocrystals in
China; he also proposed that China should make great eﬀorts to develop magnesium alloys, and advocated and participated in the high-strength
carbon ﬁber research & development and application in China.
Academician Shi had made signiﬁcant contributions to the formulation of science and technology policies in China, and the establishment and
development of science & technology institutions. He advocated and participated in the establishment of Chinese Academy of Engineering, took charge
of drawing up the national materials development plans many times, initiated the active consultation mode of the Department of Science and
Technology, Chinese Academy of Science, and proposed to give approval to the major national science and technology projects such as large aircraft.
He, thought highly of the inﬂuence societies and publications could made, established ‘China Materials Research Society’ and ‘China Biomaterials
Committee’, and launched or edited ﬁve high-level journals, including the Journal of Materials Science & Technology (English), Progress in Natural
Science (Chinese and English ) and Acta Metallurgica Sinica (Chinese and English).
Academician Shi gained such a high reputation in international materials science that he was elected as Chairman or consultant of international
academic conferences in materials for many times. He had been awarded seven National Science and Technology Awards, and in 1998 the ‘Innovation
in Practical Materials Award’ by the International Federation for Materials Research. As a recognition of his achievements in superalloys and leadership
in the material ﬁeld, the Minerals, Metals & Materials (TMS) in the USA awarded him an honorary membership.
Academician Shi attached great importance to personnel training, and many of his research team members have become academic leaders in the ﬁeld
of materials.
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TRIBUTE TO THE 27th IChO
An Exclusive Interview with Jiao Yuchen
The annual IChO provides a platform for
young students who love chemistry all over
the world to compete and communicate. A
splendid event cannot take place without
the participants who dare to struggle and
keep high-spirited.
Dr. Jiao Yuchen was one of the four
participants who represented China in the
27th IChO in 1995, and one of the Gold
Medalists. Recalling the experience, Jiao
said that the Chinese team received
training at Nankai University, and then
participated in the oﬃcial event at Peking
University. During the memorable training at Nankai, Professor Yuan Wanqing, Zhang Baoshen, Tang Shixiong
et al. gave careful guidance to the four participants, which enabled them to progress rapidly and reaped
much beneﬁt. In particular, when Professor Tang was hospitalized, he was still concerned about the training
and participants, and encouraged them to be dedicated to the event and challenge themselves. These words
highly encouraged and supported them at the time.
In the eyes of many young people who are interested in chemistry and scientiﬁc research, IChO not only acts
as a platform to challenge themselves and realize their values, and also represents a high pursuit and
unremitting eﬀorts. When it comes to whether the experience in IChO has driven Jiao Yuchen to choose
scientiﬁc research as his lifelong career, he admitted frankly that from preparation to participation, he
improved not only his professional quality, but also his psychological status and anti-pressure ability, which
were essential in his further studies and life. This experience aﬃrmed his love for chemistry and his eﬀorts,
and enhanced his conﬁdence in choosing scientiﬁc research and continuous exploration. Winning the IChO, in
addition, encouraged him to act more calmly towards the diﬃculties, pressures and challenges in his future
career.
IChO provides participants with an excellent international platform where young students who love chemistry
can show their wisdom and intelligence. For them, IChO is not the terminal point of their dreams, but the
starting point for their ideals.
(Jiao Yuchen, Gold Medal winner of the 27th IChO Chinese Team. He is currently a researcher and doctoral
supervisor at the Cancer Hospital, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences. He has won awards such as Qiushi
Outstanding Young Scholar Award and China Youth Science and Technology Award, and has been enlisted in
the talent projects such as the Science and Technology Innovation Leader in the Ten Thousand Talent
Program.)
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ACTIVITY:CHINESE INTANGIBLE
CULTURAL HERITAGE
Clay Figure Zhang
On July 15, IChO2022 held an activity ‘chinese Intangiblecultural Heritage.’ Students visited the old workshop of the Clay Figure Zhang Family, where
they saw some representative clay sculptures, and the Clay Figure Zhang Art Gallery, where they learned about the six-generation inheritance of the
Clay Figure Zhang Family, and enjoyed the excellent works of each generation, saw the production process of Clay Figure, and deeply felt the charm of
clay sculpture in Tianjin Ancient Cultural Street.
Through this activity, the students deeply understood the legendary lives of the six generations of the Clay Figure Zhang Family, felt the charm of
Chinese classical sculpture, and appreciated the unique artistic culture of Tianjin.

Six Generations of Clay Figure Zhang Family
1. Mr. Zhang Mingshan, born in his ancestral home of Shaoxing, Zhejiang Province, came to Tianjin with his father
at the age of six and began to learn clay sculpture at the age of eight. By the time he was eighteen years old, he
had become famous far and wide, and gained the professional name Clay Figure Zhang. By incorporating the
Chinese sculpture style and Western sculpture techniques, Mr. Zhang Mingshan pioneered the typical style of
modern small on-shelf sculptures, and became a master of Chinese sculpture.

2. Mr. Zhang Yuting inherited his father’s artistic style but made innovations in artistic themes. In addition to
literary stories and Peking Opera characters, he paid more attention to people’s life and created one vivid and kind
folk image after another into artistic work. His representative work “Sugar Blower” won an Honorable Medal at
the 1915 Panama Paciﬁc International Expo. From 1914 to 1915, the Clay Figure works by the Zhang’s were
displayed in many exhibitions, including the Taisho Exhibition in Japan, Panama Paciﬁc International Expo in the
United States, and more than ten times of exhibitions in Nanyang countries. In every event they won awards and
medals.

3. Mr. Zhang Jingfu further expanded the artistic inﬂuence of the family. He had been to Nanjing and Beijing to
develop the business, and enlarged the artistic inﬂuence of the “old workshop of Clay Figure Zhang Family”
by increasing the number of overseas exhibitions and constant artistic exchanges.

4. Mr. Zhang Ming, son of Zhang Jingfu, had attained consummate craftsmanship, especially at colored sculptures
of ladies. The special techniques used excelled his ancestors and enabled such works to be sold far and wide to
overseas regions. However, he preferred to create and study clay sculptures all his life and stayed in Tianjin to train
his students.
5. Mr. Zhang Naiying has established Clay Figure Zhang Art Gallery
following more than forty years of collection and sorting, where we
can enjoy the excellent works of past dynasties here. Mr. Zhang
Naiying also organized theme exhibitions, speeches, and
educational activities abroad.
6. Mr. Zhang Yu absorbed the advantages of previous generations and adopted traditional techniques inherited
from the family. His works were characterized by pure and elegant colors, smooth lines, and lifelike ﬁgures. What
he wants to convey to people are his mood and thoughts when working. He was honored the National First-Class
Artist, and some of his works have been collected in the National Art Museum of China. Besides, Mr. Zhang Yu has
multiple identities. As a writer, he published books and was invited by Globe as a special writer. As a teacher, he
gives optional general courses at Nankai University and Tianjin University, aiming at better acquainting
contemporary young people with Chinese traditional culture. The artistic culture of Clay Figure Zhang is broad,
profound and long-lasting, which is both the crystallization of the wisdom of six generations of Clay Figure Zhang
Family and the embodiment of historical heritage in real life.
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A Bite of China: Tianjin Cuisine
On July 15, IChO2022 held an activity’A Bite of China: Tianjin Cuisine.’ We visited Jinguqinyuan (a local
restaurant), the main store of Go Believe (Goubuli) Restaurant, and Tianjin Italian Town.
In Jinguqinyuan, we tasted Tianjin specialties, witnessed how Broad-knife Noodles were made, and learned
about ‘the eight great joys of life’ in Chinese culture.

Jianbing Guozi

Broad-knife Noodles

Stewed Fish of Multiple Kinds

Fried Pork Liver,
Loin and Tenderloin

Fish head

Crab-ﬂavor Eggs

In the main store of Go Believe Restaurant, we learned how to make steamed buns.

In Tianjin Italian Town, we saw various styles of Italian buildings of diﬀerent eras.

Through the activity, students had a deeper
understanding of Chinese food culture and
experienced the charisma of Tianjin culture and
customs.
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EVOLUTION OF
CHINESE CHARACTERS
石（ ）

Stone

The origin and evolution of the stone character

The radical “石” denotes a solid element with non-metallic properties. In the periodic table of the elements
in Chinese, this radical, used as the left half of the characters, indicates that the solid elements have
non-metallic properties. The right half represents the Chinese pronunciation of the element.In the periodic
table there are 10 such kinds of non-metallic elements--“硼 (boron), 碳 (carbon), 硅 (silicon), 磷
(phosphorus), 硫 (sulfur), 砷 (arsenic), 硒 (selenium), 碲 (tellurium), 碘 (iodine) and 砹 (astatine)”.

Expressed as solid element

B

The sound expressed as "Peng"

Non metallic solid elements in the periodic table
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CLASSICAL
CHINESE POETRY
A Fine Day in Spring
Zhu Xi [Song Dynasty]
In a ﬁne day I am
in search of the beauties
of nature by River Sishui;
the boundless view
is stirring, heartening,
refreshing, uplifting.
It is easy to descry

春日
朱熹【宋】

胜日寻芳泗水滨，
无边光景一时新。
等闲识得东风面，
万紫千红总是春。

the visage of spring:
a riot of colors are
gorgeous in the east
wind which is
warm and balmy.

Zhu Xi (1130—1202), as a native of Jiangxi Province, is a
Neo-Confucianist in Song Dynasty who has absorbed diﬀerent
opinions from other scholars, and is revered as Zhu Zi. Besides a
scholar of profound learning, he is also a famous thinker,

translated by ： Prof. ZHANG Zhizhong

philosopher, poet, educator, and litterateur.
On the surface, this is a poem about spring excursion, but
actually there is a hidden philosophy between the lines. “In
search of the beauties of nature”, actually refer to the way of
saints. “A riot of colors” is suggestive of the rich content of
Confucianism. The poet likens the way of saints to the
spring wind which brings vigor and vitality to myriads of
things on the earth. It is a philosophical poem which
coats moralism with images, without any sign or
trace of reasoning, thus bespeaking the poet’s
mastery in the art of poetry.
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TIANJIN CUISINE
里

津门故

Tianjin Cuisine originated from the folk. It is diversiﬁed in
style, beneﬁted from the favorable geographic location of the
city, developed by absorbing others’ strengths, and favored with
abundant local resources, especially considerable seafood and birds. The
simple folk food has developed into a unique local cuisine, featuring a salty ﬂavor,
accompanied by sour and sweet tastes generated through diﬀerent cooking recipes.

Snacks

Jianbing guozi

Shuligao

Mahua

Go Believe steamed buns

Zhagao

Specialty：Treasures tofu
Cut the tofu into square

Cut spring bamboo shoots, carrots, lentinus

slices, fry it over gentle

edodes, mushrooms, and fungus into small pieces.

heat till its surface turns

Stir fry the ginger and add peanuts, carrots, and

golden brown, and set

green beans. Then add the ﬁve kinds of vegetable

aside.

pieces, stir fry them before adding tofu.

Add a bowl of water into the pot, put in salt, light soy sauce, rock sugar, and white pepper,
and cook them over a gentle heat. After the sauce is absorbed into tofu, reduce it down over
high heat and take it out.
PS. Opinions vary concerning “the eight vegetables”, so you can add whatever you like into
the dish.
The ﬁnished dish looks bright in color. The surface of tofu keeps the freshness of
eight vegetables, and the inside remains tender and juicy. With diversiﬁed tastes
perfectly mixed together, the dish is rich in ﬂavor. After reducing the sauce, tofu
has the umami unique to vegan food, and the broth is crystal clear and sweet.
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ANGEWANDTE CHEMIE
LECTURE SERIES

’Molecular Simulations
in Chemistry‘
At 11:00 July 15, CST, Professor Cafer T. Yavuz at King Abdullah University of Science and Technology delivered a
lecture entitled “Syngas Economy for Rapid Decarbonization of Fuels and Chemicals” to IChO2022 participants.
Professor Cafer T. Yavuz ﬁrst brieﬂy introduced synthesis gas (syngas) and its signiﬁcance in addressing global
challenges in the environment. He then presented a Ni-Mo-MgO nano catalyst developed by his team to the
students, which can facilitate syngas production from the dry reforming method without coking or sintering. His
research can further reduce carbon emissions, and provide the necessary time for a successful implementation of
future energy technologies.
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ANSWER FOR Q6
A6.The second is equal to the duration of 9,192,631,770 periods of the radiation corresponding to the
transition between the hyperﬁne levels of the unperturbed ground state of the 133Cs atom.

DAILY QUIZ
Q7. Herin Moissan, French chemist who received the 1906 Nobel Prize for Chemistry for the isolation of
the element ﬂuorine. In Moissan’s method, which metal is used to making electrodes with platinum to
avoid corrosion?
A. Gold

B. Rhodium

SCHEDULE
JUL.16

C. Palladium

D. Iridium

Student
Activity: Secrets of the Sea（Zoom:7601597021） UTC 1:00
CST 9:00
IChO2022-Angewandte Chemie Lecture: Organometallic
Spectroscopic Reporters of Colloidal Nanocrystal Surface
Chemistry（Zoom:7601597021） UTC 3:00 CST 11:00

Mentor
Arbitration(Zoom) UTC 0:00 CST 8:00

CO-ORGANIZER

PARTNERS

SUPPORTING ORGANIZATIONS AND MEDIA PARTNERS
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Oceania
In Oceania Island, you can dive by adjusting the view angle with the right mouse button.
Various marine creatures and sunken ships in the ocean are telling their stories. In
addition to swimming and collecting shells, the lucky ones can ﬁnd mysterious treasure
boxes in undersea caves. (Caution: Diving for too long or getting shark attacks can bring
your health points to zero!)
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Major Cold

It is the 24th of the twenty-four solar terms
Major Cold (simpliﬁed: 大寒），pronounces as Da Han falls on January 20 in 2023. Major Cold is the last of the
twenty-four solar terms and the coldest time of the year, when the cold-air outbreaks frequently go south. At this
time, hens can start to hatch their eggs; birds, such as eagles and falcons, have the strongest predation ability,
hovering in the air in search of food to replenish their body’s energy to resist severe cold; the ice in the waters
freezes all the way to its center, reaching the strongest and thickest state.

54 th IChO2022
International Chemistry Olympiad

TIANJIN，CHINA

OFFICIAL WEBSITE
http://www.icho2022.cn
TEL:+86 22 23501921

THE EIGHTH PLACE OF THE CHINESE ZODIAC

Years of sheep: 2027, 2015, 1903, 1991
1979, 1967, 1955, 1943

